Changing demographics lead owners to redesign restroom facilities

By JOHN STEELE

Every golfer who has desperately needed a restroom while on the course will appreciate Bill McGrath’s 50th birthday gift to his wife, Mary Ann.

Bill commissioned the construction of a brand new, fully equipped bathroom situated near the 10th hole at Evanston Golf Club, a private club in Skokie, Ill. Bill decided on the unique gift after hearing his wife complain about the lack of restroom facilities on the venerable club’s back nine.

The Tudor style, skylighted building includes separate facilities for male and female members, all of whom are welcome to share in Mary Ann’s birthday present.

Although unusual, Bill’s gift selection calls attention to an increased need for restroom facilities at golf courses throughout the United States. The demand is being fueled by two incontrovertible demographic indicators.

John Steele is a writer with O’Connor Communications Inc., a Northbrook, Ill., public relations firm that represents Service Sanitation Inc.
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like ‘em, they fit, you’ll get more than twice the wear out of two pairs by wearing them alternately. And, as a side benefit, you can save money.”

They usually bought two pairs of golf shoes.

Lesson No. 4: Hire Tom Tomacello or his clone! To some people, categorizing these simple lessons as 21st century salesmanship and marketing would be inappropriate. But, to fail to identify these lessons for what they are — fundamental tenets of good salesmanship and marketing — would be equally inappropriate.

The fundamentals of grip, stance and posture are the bedrocks of the game of golf. Try to play the game well and you’ll enjoy it more.

ACKERMAN NAMED GOLF DIRECTOR

AT OHIO’S QUAIL HOLLOW

PAINESVILLE, Ohio — Danny Ackerman has been named Quail Hollow Resort & Country Club’s director of golf. Ackerman will direct operations for Quail Hollow’s Devlin/von Hagge Course and the newly-opened Weiskopf/Morish Course. Prior to coming to Quail Hollow, Ackerman served 12 years with the Pinehurst Resort & Country Club in North Carolina.
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IMPROVED IN QUALITY SUBSTANTIALLY OVER THE YEARS

“The majority of our business is corporate outings. Over the past decade, I’ve seen a dramatic increase of women executives participating in these activities,” said Thompson.

During the season, Thompson leases 14 portable restrooms which are dispersed throughout the resort in areas that include both courses, picnic areas, and softball and volleyball fields. Thompson also places several of the units near a large outdoor tent which hosts special events and corporate outings.

“When most people hear ‘portable restrooms’ they tend to visualize those cramped plastic monoliths that are often found in construction sites,” Thompson notes.

“In fact, the restrooms available today are a far cry from the portable potties of the past.”

Rich Vegter, vice president of Service Sanitation, Inc., of Gary, Ind., concurs with Thompson. Service Sanitation leases and services portable restrooms to courses throughout the Midwest, including Indian Lakes.

“The portable restrooms have improved in quality substantially over the years,” said Vegter, adding, “Today’s units are designed to be more modern and visually less obtrusive, with interior amenities that would you expect to find in someone’s home.”

The Signature Series units that Service Sanitation provides Indian Lakes boast a modern design with 20 percent more interior space, flushing tanks, sinks with running water, and paper towel and soap dispensers. The unit also includes a mirror, natural translucent lighting and even a coat hook.

Thompson finds that leasing restroom facilities is preferable to constructing permanent sites. “With the Midwest’s climate, it doesn’t make economic sense to incur the high cost of building permanent restrooms that are only in use for six months out of the year,” he said.

Service Sanitation is one of the restroom providers that maintains the washrooms on a regular basis, which saves time and labor.

“The facilities must be kept clean at all times and be serviced regularly,” Thompson stated. “The public perception that portable washrooms are dirty, so we want to be certain that we overcome that misconception.”

Vegter advises that, when soliciting bids from companies providing portable restrooms, course superintendents should take the time to inspect the units. He recommends they consider the quality of service as well as the unit cost when soliciting bids.

Vegter’s company offers a diverse line of restrooms ranging from the Signature Series all the way up to the Mirage, a mobile trailer that features marble sinks, air conditioning and heat, flushable commodes and stereo music. It is excellent for outdoor parties and events.

Whatever your need in vacuums, Brouwer delivers. From the mid-size BV-138 Vac that’s easily maneuverable in tight spaces, through to the BV-85 Vac, the largest capacity vacuum on the market today, you can trust Brouwer for the ultimate in efficiency and reliability.